NOTES:
- Washers are to be located as shown. The washers are used to cover slotted holes.
- Use 1/2"Ø Bolts unless noted otherwise.
- Frame shapes may vary.
- See erection drawing for elevations and marks.

NOTE: SEE END POST TO PURLIN/BRIDGE CLIP CONNECTION

COLUMN EXTENSION
(IF REQUIRED BY DESIGN)

3/4" Ø BOLTS AND NUTS
WITH 1/4" FLAT WASHERS
WFH500

CLIP CL292
(2) FASTENER #12A
12-14 x 1" P.H. DP3

ANCHOR RODS WITH NUTS AND WASHERS
(Not by Bldg. Mfr.)

END POST

BLACK RAYS
(2) 3/4" Ø BOLTS INSTALLED AT CLIP AND EACH END OF LAP

RAFTER